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DETAILED ACTION

1 . The amendment filed 01/28/08 have been entered and made of record.

2. Applicant's argument with respective to claims 1-15, 25-27 have been considered

but are moot in view of the new ground (s) of rejection.

3. Claims 1-15, 25-27 are pending.

Claim Objections

4. Claims 16-24 are objected to because of the following informalities: replace

"(withdrawn)" by—(Canceled) . Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

5. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

6. Claim.1 , 7- 9, 1 0, 1 3 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable

over Kuo etal. (Pub. No.: US 2005/0128945 A1)in view of Kota et al. (Pub. No.: US

2004/0260832 A1)

Regarding to claim 1, Kuo et al. disclose receiving at a processing element

(figure 4, transmit microengine 420) a request to transmit a packet associated with a

packet identifier (page 2 [0021] packets identified by port) (page 1 [0001] a network
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processor may receive packets and arrange for each packet to be transmitted via an

appropriate port) (page 1 [0012] The schedule processing element 110 determines

when each packet should be transmitted and provides the packets to a transmit

processing element 120 as appropriate. The packets may be scheduled, for example,

based on quality of service parameters associated with each packet. The schedule

processing element 1 1 0 and the transmit processing element 1 20 may comprise a

series of multi-threaded, multi-processing Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC)

devices or "microengines." According to some embodiments, each processing element

1 10, 120 is associated with a functional block that performs ATM traffic management

operations (e.g., scheduling or transmitting) (page 2 [0021] The transmit microengine

420 stores the packets in an external memory unit 430 that has a single transmit buffer

432 for a plurality of ports. That is, the transmit buffer 432 might include the following

packets
(ldentified.by.pgrt ): P0, P2, P2, P0, P1 .... A hardware unit may then retrieve

the packets in order and arrange for the packets to be transmitted via the appropriate

port) (page 2, [0029] The transmit microengine 620 stores the packets in an external

memory unit 630 using a single FIFO transmit buffer 632. That is, the transmit buffer

632 might include the following packets (identified by port): P0, P2, P2, P0, P1 A

hardware unit may then retrieve the packets in order and arrange for the packets to be

transmitted via the appropriate port);

Determining a number of transmit buffers (local queues) to be associated with the

packet (figure 4, page 2 [0023] the transmit microengine 420 could include multiple local

queues (e.g., because more than one port might blocked at the same time)).
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However, Kuo et al. are silent to disclosing arranged for the packet to be

transmitted through a port without storing the packet identifier in a local transmit queue

if the number of transmit buffers does not exceed a pre-determined threshold.

Kota et al. disclose arranged for the packet to be transmitted through without

storing the packet identifier in a local transmit queue if the transmit buffers does not

exceed a pre-determined threshold (the transmission buffer is empty) (figure 12A, 1235,

Home interconnection controller detects empty condition of transmission buffer) (figure

12A, 1240, Home interconnection controller sends control character without storing

control character in transmission buffer) (page 1 , [0014] determine when the remote

transmission buffer is empty, page 2, [0016] forward the special packet for transmission

on the inter-cluster link without storing the special packet in the remote transmission

buffer) (page 2 [0031] determine an empty condition indicating that the transmission

buffer is empty, [0033] forward the special packet to the inter-cluster link without storing

the special packet in the transmission buffer) (page 19, lines 3-6, claim 19, determine

an empty condition indicating that the transmission buffer is empty; forward the special

packet to the inter-cluster link without storing the special packet in the transmission

buffer).

Bothe Kuo, Kota disclose multiple processor processing the packets. Kota et al.

recognizes arranged for the packet to be transmitted through without storing the packet

identifier in a local transmit queue if the transmit buffers does not exceed a pre-

determined threshold. Thus, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art

at the time of the invention to incorporate arranged for the packet to be transmitted
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through without storing the packet identifier in a local transmit queue if the transmit

buffers does not exceed a pre-determined threshold taught by Kota into the system of

Kuo in order to improve reliability and reduce latency of inter-cluster communication in

system having multiple clusters of multiple processors (US 2004/0260832, page 1

[0007]).

7. Regarding to claim 10, Kuo et al. disclose receiving at a processing element

(figure 4, transmit microengine 420) a request to transmit a packet associated with a

packet identifier (page 2 [0021] packets identified by port) (page 1 [0001] a network

processor may receive packets and arrange for each packet to be transmitted via an

appropriate port) (page 1 [0012] The schedule processing element 110 determines

when each packet should be transmitted and provides the packets to a transmit

processing element 120 as appropriate. The packets may be scheduled, for example,

based on quality of service parameters associated with each packet. The schedule

processing element 1 1 0 and the transmit processing element 1 20 may comprise a

series of multi-threaded, multi-processing Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC)

devices or "microengines." According to some embodiments, each processing element

1 10, 120 is associated with a functional block that performs ATM traffic management

operations (e.g., scheduling or transmitting) (page 2 [0021] The transmit microengine

420 stores the packets in an external memory unit 430 that has a single transmit buffer

432 for a plurality of ports. That is, the transmit buffer 432 might include the following

packets ( identified by port ): P0, P2, P2, P0, P1 .... A hardware unit may then retrieve

the packets in order and arrange for the packets to be transmitted via the appropriate
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port) (page 2, [0029] The transmit microengine 620 stores the packets in an external

memory unit 630 using a single FIFO transmit buffer 632. That is, the transmit buffer

632 might include the following packets ( identified by port ): P0, P2, P2, P0, P1 A

hardware unit may then retrieve the packets in order and arrange for the packets to be

transmitted via the appropriate port);

Determining a number of transmit buffers (local queues) to be associated with the

packet (figure 4, page 2 [0023] the transmit microengine 420 could include multiple local

queues (e.g., because more than one port might blocked at the same time)).

However, Kuo et al. are silent to disclosing arranged for the packet to be

transmitted through a port without storing the packet identifier in a local transmit queue

if the number of transmit buffers does not exceed a pre-determined threshold.

Kota et al. disclose arranged for the packet to be transmitted through without

storing the packet identifier in a local transmit queue if the transmit buffers does not

exceed a pre-determined threshold (the transmission buffer is empty) (figure 12A, 1235,

Home interconnection controller detects empty condition of transmission buffer) (figure

12A, 1240, Home interconnection controller sends control character without storing

control character in transmission buffer) (page 1 , [0014] determine when the remote

transmission buffer is empty, page 2, [0016] forward the special packet for transmission

on the inter-cluster link without storing the special packet in the remote transmission

buffer) (page 2 [0031] determine an empty condition indicating that the transmission

buffer is empty, [0033] forward the special packet to the inter-cluster link without storing

the special packet in the transmission buffer) (page 19, lines 3-6, claim 19, determine
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an empty condition indicating that the transmission buffer is empty; forward the special

packet to the inter-cluster link without storing the special packet in the transmission

buffer).

Bothe Kuo, Kota disclose multiple processor processing the packets. Kota et al.

recognizes arranged for the packet to be transmitted through without storing the packet

identifier in a local transmit queue if the transmit buffers does not exceed a pre-

determined threshold. Thus, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art

at the time of the invention to incorporate arranged for the packet to be transmitted

through without storing the packet identifier in a local transmit queue if the transmit

buffers does not exceed a pre-determined threshold taught by Kota into the system of

Kuo in order to improve reliability and reduce latency of inter-cluster communication in

system having multiple clusters of multiple processors (US 2004/0260832, page 1

[0007]).

8. Regarding to claim 13, Kuo et al. disclose an input path to receive a request to

transmit a packet associated with a packet identifier; a local memory portion (figure 4,

local queues) (figure 4, transmit microengine 420) a request to transmit a packet

associated with a packet identifier (page 2 [0021] packets identified by port) (page 1

[0001] a network processor may receive packets and arrange for each packet to be

transmitted via an appropriate port) (page 1 [0012] The schedule processing element

1 10 determines when each packet should be transmitted and provides the packets to a

transmit processing element 120 as appropriate. The packets may be scheduled, for

example, based on quality of service parameters associated with each packet. The
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schedule processing element 1 1 0 and the transmit processing element 1 20 may

comprise a series of multi-threaded, multi-processing Reduced Instruction Set

Computer (RISC) devices or "microengines." According to some embodiments, each

processing element 1 10, 120 is associated with a functional block that performs ATM

traffic management operations (e.g., scheduling or transmitting) (page 2 [0021] The

transmit microengine 420 stores the packets in an external memory unit 430 that has a

single transmit buffer 432 for a plurality of ports. That is, the transmit buffer 432 might

include the following packets (identified by port): P0, P2, P2, P0, P1 .... A hardware

unit may then retrieve the packets in order and arrange for the packets to be transmitted

via the appropriate port) (page 2, [0029] The transmit microengine 620 stores the

packets in an external memory unit 630 using a single FIFO transmit buffer 632. That is,

the transmit buffer 632 might include the following packets ( identified by port ): P0, P2,

P2, P0, P1 .... A hardware unit may then retrieve the packets in order and arrange for

the packets to be transmitted via the appropriate port);

Determining a number of transmit buffers (local queues) to be associated with the

packet (figure 4, page 2 [0023] the transmit microengine 420 could include multiple local

queues (e.g., because more than one port might blocked at the same time)).

However, Kuo et al. are silent to disclosing arranged for the packet to be

transmitted through a port without storing the packet identifier in a local transmit queue

if the number of transmit buffers does not exceed a pre-determined threshold.

Kota et al. disclose arranged for the packet to be transmitted through without

storing the packet identifier in a local transmit queue if the transmit buffers does not
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exceed a pre-determined threshold (the transmission buffer is empty) (figure 12A, 1235,

Home interconnection controller detects empty condition of transmission buffer) (figure

12A, 1240, Home interconnection controller sends control character without storing

control character in transmission buffer) (page 1 , [0014] determine when the remote

transmission buffer is empty, page 2, [0016] forward the special packet for transmission

on the inter-cluster link without storing the special packet in the remote transmission

buffer) (page 2 [0031] determine an empty condition indicating that the transmission

buffer is empty, [0033] forward the special packet to the inter-cluster link without storing

the special packet in the transmission buffer) (page 19, lines 3-6, claim 19, determine

an empty condition indicating that the transmission buffer is empty; forward the special

packet to the inter-cluster link without storing the special packet in the transmission

buffer).

Bothe Kuo, Kota disclose multiple processor processing the packets. Kota et al.

recognizes arranged for the packet to be transmitted through without storing the packet

identifier in a local transmit queue if the transmit buffers does not exceed a pre-

determined threshold. Thus, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art

at the time of the invention to incorporate arranged for the packet to be transmitted

through without storing the packet identifier in a local transmit queue if the transmit

buffers does not exceed a pre-determined threshold taught by Kota into the system of

Kuo in order to improve reliability and reduce latency of inter-cluster communication in

system having multiple clusters of multiple processors (US 2004/0260832, page 1

[0007]).
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9. Regarding to claim 7, Kuo discloses request to transmit the packet is received

from a queue manager (figure 1 , schedule processing element is substantially same as

queue manager).

10. Regarding to claim 8, Kuo discloses to use thread in multi-thread, reduced

instruction set computer micro engine (page 1, paragraph [0012], lines 7-12).

1 1 . Regarding to claim 9, Kuo discloses microengine is associated with at least one

of I) network device II) network processor III) ATM network device (page 1 ,
paragraph

[0010]).

12. Claims 2, 11, 14,4-6, 12, 15 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over the combined system (Kuo - Kota) in view of Shirai et al. (US Patent

No. 5,734,654 03/31/1998).

Regarding to claim 2, the combined system (Kuo - Kota) discloses the

limitations of claim 1 above; however, the combined system (Kuo - Kota) are silent to

disclosing to store packet IP in local transmit queue for that port if the number of

transmit buffer exceeds the pre-determined threshold.

Shirai et al. disclose to arrange packet identifier to be stored in local transmit

queue for that port if the number of transmit buffer exceeds the pre-determined

threshold (figure 18 shows if congestion is detected then packet is stored in common

buffer means local memory, congestion is detected based on available resources such
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as port, transmitting buffer etc, buffer exceeds a predetermined references value, col. 2,

lines 27-32).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention was made to add technique from Shirai to the combined system (Kuo - Kota)

in order to store packet ID in local transmit queue, thereby preventing packets to being

discarded (5,734,654, col. 3, lines 55-67).

1 3. Regarding to claim 1 1 , claim 1 1 is rejected the same reasons of claim 2 above.

14. Regarding to claim 14, claim 14 is rejected the same reasons of claim 2 above.

1 5. Regarding to claims 4-6,12,15, Kuo teaches to check availability of port to

transmit packet (page 2, paragraph [0019]); however, the combined system (Kuo -

Kota) are silent to disclosing arranging for the packet to be transmitted through a port

without storing the packet identifier in a local transmit queue if the number of transmit

buffers does not exceed a pre-determined threshold.

Shirai et al. disclose arranged for the packet to be transmitted through without

storing the packet identifier in a local transmit queue if the transmit buffers does not

exceed a pre-determined threshold (figure 18 shows that if congestion is detected then

packet is stored in common buffer means local memory, congestion is detected based

on available resources such as port, transmitting buffer etc., buffer exceeds a

predetermined references value, local queue is empty or not, column 2, lines 27-32.
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I would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention was made to add technique from Shirai to the combined system (Kuo - Kota)

to transmit packets without storing in local queue to speed up packets processing.

16. Regarding to claim 5, Kuo discloses evaluation is based on a flow-control

condition of that port (page 2, paragraph [0019].

17. Regarding to claim 6, claim 6 is rejected the same reasons of claim 4 above.

18. Regarding to claim 12, claim 1 2 is rejected the same reasons of claim 4 above.

1 9. Regarding to claim 1 5, claim 1 5 is rejected the same reasons of claim 4 above.

20. Claim 3 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over the

combined system (Kuo - Kota - Shirai) in view of Karisoon (Pub. No. : US

2002/0146014).

Regarding to claim 3, the combined system (Kuo and Shirai discloses that covers

substantially all limitation of parent as claim above; however, the combined system Kuo

and Shirai does not teach to store packet in external memory when local transmit queue

for that port is full.

Karisoon teaches technique to store packet in external memory when local

transmit queue for that port is full (page 9, paragraph [0016].

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention was made to add technique from Karisoon to process of Kuo to prevent

packets from discarded.
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21 . Claim 25 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Marshall et al. (Pub.No.: US 2004/0213235 A1) in view of Kota (Pub. No.: US

2004/0260832 A1).

Regarding to the claim 25, Marshall et al. discloses a backplane (figure 2,

backplane 220); a first line card (figure 2, line cards 400a, 400b, 400c connected to the

backplane 220); and a second line card (figure 2, line cards 400a, 400b, 400c

connected to the backplane (220), the second line card including a processing element

(figure 4, classification engine 500) having: an input path (figure 4, input interface 420)

to receive a request to transmit a packet associated with a packet identifier ([001 1],

information associated with a packet, e.g., a virtual local area network (VLAN) identifier

(ID) and/or destination port ID, is provided to an initial classification stage of a

classification engine which generates a criterion, e.g., a packet field, and a rule

associated with the packet); a local memory portion (figure 4, queuing logic 440)

Determining a number of transmit buffers ([0012], queue ID, The VLAN ID and

destination port jD information associated with the packet are applied to the VLAN and

port/channel tables, respectively, to generate a set of queue ID base pointers, packet

field values, packet field valid values, and rules) ([0013], Information contained in the

selected final state table entry is combined with the queue !D base pointers to generate

the identifier, i.e., a queue ID, associated with the classified packet) ([0040], The

classification engine 500 processes the packet including classifying the packet and

determining a queue ID of a calendar queue 442 associated with the classified packet.

The queue ID is transferred to the queuing logic 440 which selects a calendar queue
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442 associated with the queue SD and places information associated with the packet

(e.g., a pointer to the packet in buffer 450) on the selected queue 442. When the

information associated with the packet reaches the head of the selected queue 442, the

queuing logic 440 transfers the packet from buffer 450 to the output interface 430 where

it is transferred out the destination port 217, associated with the destination port ID, onto

the network) (see figure 4); arranging for the packet to be transmitted through a port

(figure 4, output interface 430).

However, Marshall et al. are silent to disclosing arranging for the packet to be

transmitted through a port without storing the packet in a local transmit queue if the

number of transmit buffers does not exceed a pre-determined threshold.

Kota et al. disclose a processing portion adapted to arrange for the packet to be

transmitted through without storing the packet identifier in the local memory portion if a

transmit buffer to be associated with the packet does not exceed a pre-determined

threshold (the transmission buffer is empty) (figure 12A, 1235, Home interconnection

controller detects empty condition of transmission buffer) (figure 12A, 1240, Home

interconnection controller sends control character without storing control character in

transmission buffer) (page 1 , [0014] determine when the remote transmission buffer is

empty, page 2, [0016] forward the special packet for transmission on the inter-cluster

link without storing the special packet in the remote transmission buffer) (page 2 [0031]

determine an empty condition indicating that the transmission buffer is empty, [0033]

forward the special packet to the inter-cluster link without storing the special packet in

the transmission buffer) (page 19, lines 3-6, claim 19, determine an empty condition
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indicating that the transmission buffer is empty; forward the special packet to the inter-

cluster link without storing the special packet in the transmission buffer).

Both Marshall and Kota disclose transmitting packets. Kota recognizes arranging

for the packet to be processed without storing the packet in a local transmit queue if the

number of transmit buffers does not exceed a pre-determined threshold. Thus, one

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

incorporate arranging for the packet to be processed without storing the packet in a

local transmit queue if the number of transmit buffers does not exceed a pre-determined

threshold taught by Kota into the system of Marshall in order to prevent delays when

processing the packets. Therefore, the combined system would have been enable to

process the high speed network packets more efficiency.

22. Claims 26-27 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

the combined system ( Marshall - Kota) in view of Shirai et al. (US Patent No. 5,734,654

03/31/1998).

Regarding to claim 2, the combined system ( Marshall - Kota) discloses the

limitations of claim 25 above; however, the combined system ( Marshall - Kota) are

silent to disclosing wherein the processing portion is further adapted to store the packet

identifier in the local memory portion if the number of transmit buffers exceed the pre-

determined threshold.

Shirai et al. disclose wherein the processing portion is further adapted to store

the packet identifier in the local memory portion if the number of transmit buffers exceed
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the pre-determined threshold (figure 18 shows if congestion is detected then packet is

stored in common buffer means local memory, congestion is detected based on

available resources such as port, transmitting buffer etc, buffer exceeds a

predetermined references value, col. 2, lines 27-32).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention was made to add technique from Shirai to the combined system ( Marshall -

Kota) in order to store packet ID in local transmit queue, thereby preventing packets to

being discarded (5,734,654, col. 3, lines 55-67).

23. Regarding to claim 27, Kota discloses wherein the processing portion is to

arrange for the packet to be transmitted through the port without the packet identifier in

the local memory portion on if (i) the number of transmit buffer does not exceed the pre-

determined threshold (the transmission buffer is empty) (figure 12A, 1235, Home

interconnection controller detects empty condition of transmission buffer) (figure 12A,

1240, Home interconnection controller sends control character without storing control

character in transmission buffer) (page 1 , [0014] determine when the remote

transmission buffer is empty, page 2, [0016] forward the special packet for transmission

on the inter-cluster link without storing the special packet in the remote transmission

buffer) (page 2 [0031] determine an empty condition indicating that the transmission

buffer is empty, [0033] forward the special packet to the inter-cluster link without storing

the special packet in the transmission buffer) (page 19, lines 3-6, claim 19, determine

an empty condition indicating that the transmission buffer is empty; forward the special
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packet to the inter-cluster link without storing the special packet in the transmission

buffer).

However, the combined system ( Marshall - Kota) are silent to disclosing

wherein the processing portion is to arrange for the packet to be transmitted through the

port without storing the packet identifier in the local memory location if the port is

available to transmit the packet.

Shirai teaches wherein the processing portion is to arrange for the packet to be

transmitted through the port without storing the packet identifier in the local memory

location if the port is available to transmit the packet (figure 18 shows if congestion is

detected then packet is stored in common buffer means local memory, congestion is

detected based on available resources such as port, transmitting buffer etc, buffer

exceeds a predetermined references value, col. 2, lines 27-32).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention was made to add technique from Shirai to the combined system ( Marshall -

Kota) in order to store packet ID in local transmit queue, thereby preventing packets to

being discarded (5,734,654, col. 3, lines 55-67).

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to CHUONG T. HO whose telephone number is (571)272-

3133. The examiner can normally be reached on 8:00 am to 4:00 pm.
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, EDAN ORGAD can be reached on (571) 272-7884. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.
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